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Abstract Transliteration is frequently used especially in writing 

geographic denominations, personal names (onyms) etc. Proper 
names (onyms) of all languages must sound similarly in translated 
works as well as in scientific projects and works written in mother 
tongue, because we can get introduced with the nation, its history, 
culture, traditions and other spiritual values through the onyms of that 
nation. Therefore it is necessary to systematize the different 
transliterations of onyms of foreign languages. This paper is 
dedicated to the problem of making the project of transliterating 
Kazakh onyms into Arabic. In order to achieve this goal we use 
scientific or practical types of transliteration. Because in this type of 
transliteration provides easy reading and writi
texts in the target language without any diacritical symbols, it is 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
INCE relationships are getting stronger in diverse spheres 
of Kazakhstan and the Arab states, Arab publishers and 

websites began writing about Kazakhstan, more over, Arab 

some of these works are being translated. However, the 
transliteration of Kazakh onyms is not systematized, that is 
why they are written in diverse versions in translations and 
Mass media. 

In the above-mentioned book the name of 
Kazakhstan[Qazaqstan] is given in some cases as  
[Kaz ], in other cases mostly is given as  
[K z ], the name of our nation the  [Qazaq]: 

 [al-kaza i u],  [al-k z ] and  [al-
kaz ] is given in three variants. Another thing to point out 
is the word Kazakh [Qazaq] is written in two different ways 

 [al-kaza ] and  [al-k z ]. The Capital 
city of Kazakhstan  [Astana]: the variant  

] is given in four cases, the variant of  ] 
is given in five cases, the variant of   tu] is written 
in eleven cases, the variant of  ] is given in one 
case (this error has probably been made by the publishing 
house) all are in four variants, the name of  [Almaty], 
the city in South Kazakhstan is given like:  ] in 
one case, the variant of  ] is written in six cases, 
the variant of  ] is given three times; the variant 
of   lm ] is given in one case all of them are in four 
variants. 
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The city of  is given in three variants: 

 [S ],  [S ], 
 [S l nsk], The city of  

is given in two different variants  
[Qar tu] and  [Qar tu] on one the same 
page, the city of  [Qyzylorda]: given like  
[Q tu], the city of  [Tem rtau]:  
[T m rt ],  [Aqtau]:  [Akt ],  
[Ba qongyr]:  [B ],  [Qaskeleng]: 

 [Kask ], the settlement of  : 
 [T ]. The River of  [Es l]:  

], the names of our Parties like  [Alash], 
 [Azat],  [Azamat] and  [Otan]:  
],  ],  ],  ], national 

currency  [tengge] is given in two variants:  
[Tan ] and  [Tan tu], our traditional cuisine  
[qymyz] (horses milk),  [sh bat] (camels milk),  
[q rt] (a snack made of milk, salty and usually very hard), 

 [a ran] (a beverage made of sour milk) before being 
translated into Arabic  [Q ],  [ ],  
[Q ],  ],  [Teng z]  (sea) oil platform 
transliterated as  [T ]. 

Analyzing Kazakh proper names, we realize that the 
situation of their transliteration is the same. For instance, 
surname of the President of Kazakhstan Nazarbayev 

 [Nazarbaev] is given in three variants:  
[Naz ],  [Naz ],  [N z ]. 
These all are taken from only one book [2]. 

At first it is necessary to dwell on sound systems and 
alphabets of Arabic and Kazakh languages to systematize the 
transliteration of Kazakh onyms in Arabic texts. 

The sound can be uttered, and heard, as for a letter, it can be 
written and read. We use symbols to designate sounds. Every 
nation has its own symbols to designate sounds. For instanse, 
the Kazakh alphabet has managed to change for several times, 
at first it was based on Arabic graphics, then changed to Latin, 
and then it turned Russian Cyrillic graphical symbols. 
Nowadays the most widespread writings are based on Latin, 
Cyrillic, Arabic, Chinese (hieroglyphs) symbols. 

The number of sounds and the amount of letters are not 
always equal. For example, in words like  [ashshy] - -

-  [a-sh-sh-y]),   - - -  [a- -a-q]) there are 
more letters than sounds, but in words like  [al bom], 

 [rul ],  [s ezd] there are more letters than sounds 
[23. p22.].  

Like wise, in such Arabic words as  [ba tun]  
[darsun]  [kit bun] the sounds are more than the letters. 

In modern Kazakh language there are shown 38 sounds. 
They are: 

 
. Here is to note: 

- The symbols used to designate  are additional sounds 
(diphthongs), they are the combinations of 
[ ])  [ ]), that is why 
they are not considered separately. 

- Sounds like 
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+  consisting of the words borrowed 
from Russian, given as separate sound, in Kazakh language 
the last sound in words like  [ashshy]  
[t ] is used instead of combined sound. 

- Usually, the sound [u] is considered to be one sound. 
Actually the consonant [u] is a different sound (e.g. 

 [tauda]  [qarauynda]) and vowel  
[u] is different (e.g.  [uran],  [Uba dulla]), 
the latter is pronounced like   [ ]  [ ] as 
diphthong. Likewise the sound  [i], being as  [y ] and  
[ ] (e.g.  [siyr],  [oqidy]) is described as 
diphthong. Therefore if the sound  [i] is considered as 
separate, the sound  [u] might also be separate. 
There are 34 sounds in Arabic: 

  , a long vowel  [ ], a long vowel  
[ ], a long vowel  [ ], as short vowel fatha  [  a short 
vowel damma  [u], a short vowel kasra  [i]. 

To the conterary, there are less letters in Arabic than 
sounds. Because the sound of consonant hamza  [ ] is 
sometimes written separately, it is not included in the alphabet 
due to the fact that in some cases it takes  letters as 
carrier letter, and is perched over or under it. Consonant 
sounds like  [ ] and  [ ] can render the role of long vowels
 [ ] and  [ ]. As for short vowels [ ], [u], [i] they are not 
included in the alphabet as they are marked by symbols fatha 

), damma ( ), kasra ( ) written over and under the 
consonant. The Arabic letters have four forms depending on 
their initial, medial, final and isolated positions. So there are 
28 letters in Arabic alphabet. 

The rumble is produced by the air coming out from lungs 
and encountering articulatory system. Owing to such 
participation of sounds and rumble the sounds of language are 
divided into vowel and consonant [3]. 

 
A. The project of Kazakh onyms in the Arabic texts being 

transliterated 
The academician T. Zhanuzak in his work dedicated to 

systematizing transliteration of Kazakh proper names into 
Russian referred to L.V. Sherba who sa
necessary to pay attention to the initial form of the 
pronounciation of a given name. We should not distort the 
Dutch surnames according to German or an English 
pronunciation" [4]. N.M. Rsalieva who systematized the 
transliteration of Kazakh onyms into English said she used 
weakened form of transliteration [5]. In the 19th article of Law 
about the language of  Republic of Kazakhstan: The names of 
localities, streets, squares, moreover names of geographic 
objects, historical and traditional Kazakh names must be given 
in another language according to the rules of transliteration 
[6]. 

For the correct pronounciation of Kazakh onyms in the 
Arabic texts Kazakh names should be transmitted by sounds 
which are similar to the sounds of Kazakh or which are closer 
in sounding, using all the capabilities of Arabic language and 
keeping transliteration rules. To accomplish this, comparing 

 

II. TRANSLITERATING METHODS 
A. Transmission method of Kazakh vowel sounds which 

have equivalents in Arabic 
Being transmitted in Arabic Kazakh onyms's short vowels 

are not pointed out in writing, therefore it is convenient to fix 
long vowel instead. For instanse, let's assume we convey a 

writing vowel sounds a [a], 
contained in this word by the help of short vowel 

sounds, writing it like . This words is unfamiliar for Arab 
people. Since it is not an Arabic word, diacritics are not 
certain either. They might read this name as 

as 
they wish. In order to make its pronunciation correct, it is 
appropriate to use Arabic long vowel sounds instead of 
Kazakh vowel sounds. If we write the name Balgyn as , 
Arab people would pronounce it as without any 
hesitation which is closer to its pronunciation in Kazakh. 

As Arabic words do not start with vowel sound, when 
transliterating Kazakh onyms we should use consonant sound 
that is hamza. Thus, according to the rules pertaining to hamza 
and consonants, vowels in Kazakh onyms must be written as 
follows: 

Kazakh vowel sounds having equivalents in Arabic: 
 [a] (  )  fatha  and alif  ,  
 [i] ,  kasra  [i] and  ,  
 [u]  damma  [u] and  . 

- Non-labialised vowel sound  [a] in literary Arabic 
language corresponds to long firm vowel sound  [ ] and 
short firm vowel harakat fatha  . If long alif  and 
harakat fatha  comes after consonant sounds emphatic firm 

 , and after guttural consonants  is 
sounded by a glide (close to firm  [a] in Kazakh). 
Therefore it is convenient to transmit Kazakh onyms 
beginning with  into Arabic as  [ ] by fathatic 
hamza  [ and adding long vowel sound  [ ] to fathatic 
hamza. For example:  [Aba ]   [ ],  

   [ l ]. It is proper to transfer long 
vowel  [ ] after firm consonants and transfer by  [ ] after 

is in the middle and in the 
end of the name. 

- Non-labialised vowel sound in the Arabic literary 
language corresponds to long vowel sound  [ ] which 
comes after soft consonant sounds and corresponds to fatha 
harakat  That is why Kazakh onyms beginning with 

  must be transmitted by fathatic hamza  [ a] or 
transmitting it by adding long vowel sound  ] to fathatic 
hamza. For example, [ lekshoqy]  [ , 

 [ ]   [ ]. If sound   comes in the 
end and in the middle of the name it is correct to transmit it 
by long vowel  [ ]. For example,  [K ken]   
[K k n],  [D ld ]   [D ]; 

- Non-labialised vowel sound  in the Arabic literary 
language corresponds to long vowel sound  [ ]  and kasra 
vowel harakat  [i]. Therefore, it is proper to transmit 
Kazakh onyms beginning with the sound of  into 
Arabic as  [ ] by adding long vowels sound . For 
example,  s n]   [ ],   

  [ ]. If vowel sound  is in the middle or 
in the end of a definite entitlement, then it would be correct 
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to transmit it by long vowel sound  [ ]. For example, 
 [Qiraba ]  [ b  If consonant sound 

 [ ] is in the beginning, in the middle and in the end, it 
corresponds tothe sound of . For example, names  
[Ba  [Ada ] are written in the way of  
[B r ]  [ d ]; 

- Labial vowel sound in Arabic corresponds to long 
sound  [ ] and to the sound of damma  [u] harakat. It is 
correct to transmit Kazakh onyms beginning with the sound 

 into Arabic as  [ ] by adding long vowel 
sound  [ ] to dammic hamza. For example  
[Uranbek] is written as  [ ]. If vowel sound 

is in the middle and in the end of definite 
entitlement, it would be proper to transmit long vowel by . 
For instance,  ]  [ nb ], 

 [Zhet su]   [ ]
[u] it is pointed out by sound  [ ] whether it is in the 
beginning, in the middle or in the end. For example, names 

 [T ukeba ] Uata ]  [Alau] are 
written as  [T   [ ]  [ ]. 

 
B. Transmission method of Kazakh sounds lacking 

equivalent into Arabic 
Kazakh vowels that have no equivalents in Arabic are: 

 
There is no sound in the literary Arabic language equal to 

non-labialised firm vowel sound as . However, kasra 
harakat  [i] and long sound  [ ] sounds similar to firm 
vowel sound . Therefore we offer to transmit Kazakh 
definite entitlements beginning with the sound of as  
[ ] by adding long sound  [ ] to kasric hamza, if it is in the 
middle and in the end of the word then would be transmitted 
by  [ ]. For instance, [Yntymaq]   
[ q],  [Zhylandy]   [ ]; 
- In the Arabic literary language there is no saimilar sound to 

soft vowel sound [ ]. The closest letter to this sound is 
kasra harakat  [i] and long sound of  [ ]. There fore it is 
proper to transmit Kazakh onyms beginning withthe sound 
of ] as  [ ] by adding long sound of [ ] to kasric 
hamza, and if it is in the middle and in the end of the word, 
then it would be transmitted by the sound of  [ ].  
For example,  [ nzhu]   [ ],  

[Berd bek]   [B ],  [K kpekt ]   
 [K ]; 

- In the Arabic literary language there is no pertained sound 
like a soft lip consonant ]. The closest sounds to the 
sound of ], except soft consonantsounds, is long 
sound of  [ ] and damma harakat  [u]. Therefore it is 
proper to transmit Kazakh onyms beginning with the sound 
of ] as  [ ] by adding longsound of  [ ] dammic 
hamza  [ ] in the beginning of the word, and if it is in the 
middle and in the end, then by long sound  [ ]. For 
example,  rzhar]   [ r],  
[J rs n]  [ ]; 

- There is no correspondent sound in the Arabic literary 
language to non-labialised soft vowel sounds as [e] and 

 [ ]. However, except soft consonant sounds, the closest 
sounds to the sounds [e]  and  [ ] are kasra harakat 
 [i] and long sound of  [ ]. Therefore Kazakh onyms 

beginning with sounds like [e]  and  [ ], in the 

beginning of the word, should be transmitted as  [ ] by 
adding long sound of  [ ] to the kasric hamza  [ i], and if 
it is in the middle and in the end, we should transmit by 
long sound of  [ ]. For instance,  [Es rkep]  

 [   [Derb s l ]   
 [K k be]   [K ]. 

 
C. Transmission method of Kazakh consonant sounds 

having equivalents into Arabic 
The list of Kazakh deaf consonant sounds having equivalent 

in Arabic languages below: t]   [t] (  q]   [q], 
k]   [k] s]  [s] (  sh]   f]   

[f] kh]   ]   [h]. This has minor distinctions in 
sounding system; it refers to the list of consonant sounds 
which is considered to be common for both languages. If in 
Kazakh onyms consonant sound [t] is weakened and in 
Arabic it would be  [t], if it is firm then it would correspond 
to   consonant sounds. For instance,  [T lk bay]  

 [T   [Bekt re]    
 [Kelbet]     [Tynyshtyq]  
   [Almaty]   [ lm  

Qosaqat]  [Q ]. The sound of  
[q] in Kazakh can be designated by the sound of  qaf
in Arabic. For example,  [Arqalyq]  
[ Arq l ],  [Qona ]   [Q ]. Therefore it would 
be close to our pronounciation if we write  
[Qazaqstan] as  [Q z qist n],  [qazaq] as  
[Q z q]. The versions of  [K z st n] and  
[K z ] is taken from Russian  [Kazakhstan] and 

 [Kazakh]. It would be closer to writing in Kazakh if 
Russians wrote these words as  [Kazakstan] and 

 [Kazak].  
However, due to the fact that there were lots of names of 

 [Kazakov],  [Kazakova], 
it needed to be separated from them. All the world knows that 
scripts in English Kazakhstan, kazakh were borrowed directly 
from Russian. We would accept it as Qazaqstan, qazaq 
according to world-wide experience. Due to all the 
denominations beginning with the sound of  (qaf) is pointed 
out by the letter q in Arabic.  

For instance,  [Qa ar]  Qatar,  [al-   al-
Iraq,  [al-   al-Quran and etc. The sound of  
[k] is pointed out by Arabic symbol  [k]. For example, 
[Kentau]     [Erk n]  [ ], 

 [Ber k]   . 
The list of Kazakh ringing consonant sounds having 

equivalents in Arabic:  [b]    [b]    [d]   
[d] [zh]   [z]   [z]. They have slight 
distinctions; refer to the list of ringing consonant sounds 
which is considered to be common for both languages. The list 
of Kazakh sonorant consonant sounds owning equivalents in 
Arabic:  [m]   [m]  [n]   [n] [r]   [r]  [l]   [l], 

[ ]   [ ], [u]   [ ]. Theyhave minor distinctions; refer 
to the list of sonorant consonant sounds which is considered to 
be common for both languages. 

Kazakh consonants which have no equivalents in Arabic: 
Kazakh consonants lacking equivalents in Arabic are given in 
the following list: 
[shsh]. The closest Arabic sound to [v] is dental-labial 
sound  [f].  
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The sound  [v] which is encountered in Kazakh onyms is 
given in Arabic by the letter  [f]. For example:  
[Viln r]  [F ]. The closest Arabic sound to [g] 
is palatal, explosive consonant  [k]. [g] 
observed in kazakh onyms is transferred into Arabic by the 
letter  [k]. for example:  [G lmira]   
[K ],  [A g l]   ],  [Sh g lek] 

  [ . The closest sound in Arabic to the Kazakh 
sound  [zh] is considered to be the sound . The sound 

 [zh] in Kazakh onyms is transferred into Arabic by the 
letter  [ ]. For example, [Zhylandy]   

 Aqzharqyn]   ]. 
 [ng] is nasal, 

dento-alveolar Arabic consonant  [n]. This can be defined by 
)  [n] 

with sukun and tanwin can be pronounced as  [ng] when 
they precede particular 15 letters. The slight distinction from 
its Kazakh equivalent is that the sound is produced with the 
participation of oral cavity and nostril. Those 15 letters are 
following: . so, the sound  
[ng] in Kazakh onyms is transferred to Arabic by the letter  
[n]. 

 
III. CONCLUSIONS 

For proper writing and pronounciation of Kazakh onyms in 

discovered, corresponding sounds were found. For example, 
Kazakh vowel sounds having equivalents in Arabic:  [a] 
(  )  fatha  and alif  ,  [i] ,  kasra  [i] and  

,  [u]  damma  [u] and  ; Kazakh consonant 
sounds having equivalent in Arabic: t]   [t] (  q] 

  [q] k]   [k] s]  [s] (  sh]   , 
f]   [f] kh]   ]   [h],  [b]    [b]  

  [d]   [d] [zh]   [z]   [z],  [m]   
[m]  [n]   [n] [r]   [r]  [l]   [l] [ ]   [ ], [u] 

  [ ]. , Kazakh vowel sounds lacking equivalents in Arabic: 
 [y]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [e]  [ ]  [o]  ;Kazakh 

consonant sounds lacking equivalent in Arabic: 
 Instead of Kazakh sounds 

lacking equivalent in Arabic, there were chosen Arabic sounds 
with similar sounding.As a result, the project of transliterating 
Kazakh onyms in Arabic texts was made on the  basis of 
practical, weakened transliteration types. 
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